Hexagon Flower
Table Runner
Approx. finished size 24” x 20”

You Will Need:
20 x 5” charm squares assorted prints
3 x 5” squares light blue floral, hexagon flowers
3 x 5” squares blue spool print, hexagon flowers
1 x 5” squares brown spool print, hexagon flower centres
2 x green button print, bias stems
1 x 5” square green spool print, leaves
10 x 5” squares, cream on cream print
½” pre- cut hexagon shapes, either traditional paper
or soluble applique paper
Perfect Stems™, optional
Roxanne’s Glue Baste-It®, optional
Fabric glue pen, water soluble variety
Binding fabric
Backing fabric
Batting
General sewing supplies

Getting Started:
Cut the 20 assorted print 5” charm squares to yield 80 x (2½” x 2½”) squares.
Cut the 10 cream on cream 5” charm squares to 4½” x 4½” squares.
Four-Patch Blocks:
Working with the 80 assorted print 2½” x 2½” squares,
arrange 4 assorted squares in a pleasing way and assemble
to make 1 (4½” x 4½”) square, including seam allowance.
You need to make a total of 20 four-patch blocks.
Using the picture as a guide join the table runner background together.
Hexagon Flowers:
To make one hexagon flower, cut and prepare using your preferred method 3 hexagons from the light blue floral and 3 hexagons
from the blue spool print and one from the brown spool print.
Assemble the flower.
fold and glue baste or tack edges of fabric over the
wrong side of fabric

pre-cut paper hexagons or water
soulable applique paper

Stitch hexagons together by placing
them right sides together and then
take tiny stitches through fabric not
through the pre-cut papers.

Make 5 hexagon flowers in total.

precut paper hexagons.

Bias Stem:
The finished width of my bias stems are approx. ⅛” wide, I like to use Perfect Stems™ to make my bias. I used short stem lengths
and made sure they started and ended under the hexagon flowers. Because we are working with 5” charm squares, you will need to
join a couple of the smaller strips together to give the desired stem lengths.
Fold
diagonally

Open out and
then cut strip
on cross grain
desired width

Leaves:
Using the green spool print 5” charm square, prepare using your favourite method of applique 16 leaves. The 16 leaves will fit on the
one 5” charm square but take care not to be over generous with your seam allowance!!
Leaf - Cut 16
add seam allowance

The Applique:
Using the picture as a guide place the stems, flowers and leaves. Either use Roxanne’s Glue Baste-It® or pin each shape in position,
use a blind hem stitch to hold each shape in place.
Finishing:
1. Layer quilt top, batting and backing together.
2. Baste and quilt as desired.
3. Attach binding to complete quilt.
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